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Abstract 
Sakai, K., C’ Axiom A maps having strong transversality, Topology and its Applications 54 (1993) 
173-182. 
It is proved that C’ regular maps satisfying Axiom A and strong transversality form an open set 
with respect to the C’ topology (r > 1). This was shown by Newhouse and Palis for C’ 
diffeomorphisms. 
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Let C’(M) (r > 1) denote the space of C’ maps of a closed Cm manifold M 
endowed with the C’ topology. For f~ C’(M) a point x EM is called regular if 
Dxf: CM-, Tf(x, M is surjective; otherwise x is called a singular point. Denote by 
S(f) the set of all singular points of f. We say that f E C’(M) is regular if 
S(f) = @. The set S%?‘(M) of all regular maps belonging to C’(M) is open and 
every f%%“(M) is a local diffeomorphism. 
Shub [S] proved that the set of all C’ maps whose periodic points are hyperbolic 
is residual in C’(M). By slightly changing the notation of the stable and unstable 
manifolds for hyperbolic periodic points stated in [8] we can check that the set of 
all C’ regular maps satisfying the Kupka-Smale conditions is residual in Sr(M) 
(cf. [3]). Przytycki [6] proved that there are no structurally stable Anosov differen- 
tiable maps except for Anosov diffeomorphisms and expandings (see Mane-Pugh 
[2] for the related results). The set of all Axiom A C’ maps satisfying no-cycle is 
open in C’(M) and each of them is inverse limit R-stable (see Przytycki [7]). 
Furthermore he proved that every Axiom A C’ map f is C’ O-stable if and only if 
f satisfies no-cycle and the restriction of f to each basic set is either a one-to-one 
map or a quasi-expanding map. 
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The purpose of this paper is to prove a 
transversality condition. More precisely we can 
result concerned with the strong 
describe as follows 
Theorem. The set of all f ES!‘(M) ( r 2 1) satisfying Axiom A and strong transversal- 
ity is open in Sr(M). 
The proof is based on the techniques in Newhouse and Palis [4] for C’ 
diffeomorphisms (r > 1). 
The product space K,M of M is a compact metric space with metric 
&, y> = SUPi t ;z d(xi, yi)/2 Ii I for x = (xi), y = (y,) E K,M (here d is a metric 
on M induced from a Riemannian metric I] . II on TM). Put 
Mf= (xi) E fiM: f(xi) =x~+~ for iE_Z 
i --m 1 
for f E C’(M) and define a homeomorphism f: Mf+Mf by f((((xi)) = (f(xi)). 
Then f<Mf> = Mr is closed in nY,M. Let pO: Mf+M be a projection by 
p&(x,>> = x0 for (xi) E Mf. For a natural projection r : TM -+ M write 
TM* = {(x, u) EM~X TM:p,(x) =+)} 
and define a projection rr * : TM * + Mf by rr*((x, u)) =x for (x, U) E TM*. Then 
(TM*, Mf, z-*1 becomes a Co vector bundle. A norm II * II * of TM* is given by 
Il(x, ZJ> II * = Ilu II for (x, v) E T,M* where T M” = ‘rr*-‘(x1, and a linear homo- 
morphism Dfof TM* is defined by D~<<x, u);= (f(x), D,,f(a)) for (x, U) E TM*. 
For a compact f-invariant set A c M define Af = {(xi) E Mr : xi E A for i E Z}. 
We say that A is hyperbolic if A n S( f > = fl and there exist constants C > 0, 
0 < A < 1 and a DFinvariant continuous splitting TAr M * = E” @ E” such that for 
all n 2 0, 
Write E”(x) = E” n T,M * for x E A, (a = s, a). Since E”(x) = ES(y) for x, 
y E A, with x0 = y,, we write ES(xo) = E”(x) for simplicity. 
For x EM and E > 0 the local stable set WES(x, f) and the stable set WYx, f > 
are defined by 
WE”(x, f)={~EM:d(f”(x),f~(y))<eforalln>O}, 
W”(x,f)={y~M:d(f~(x),f”(y))-,Oasn+w} 
and for x E Mf the local unstable set W,‘(x, f 1 and the unstable set W’(x, f) are 
defined by 
WEu(x, f)={yEM: thereis y~M~with yo=y 
such that d(x_,, y-,) GE for all n >O), 
W’(x, f)={yEM: thereis y~M~with yo=y 
such that d(x_,, y_,) --) 0 as n + m}. 
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Let A be a hyperbolic set and I > 0 be small enough. Then W”(x, f) (X E A) 
and WEU(x, f) (x E A,) are C’ submanifolds tangent to ES(x) and E”(x) at x and 
x0 respectively. Moreover we have 
WS(x, f) = u fP”YS”(f”(x), f)> 
n>O 
(see [61X 
The set of all nonwandering points of f~ C’(M), 0(f), is denoted as {X EM: 
for every neighborhood U of x there is y1 > 0 such that fn(U) n U Z @I. We recall 
that f~ C’(M) satisfies Axiom A if the set of all periodic points of f, P(f), is 
dense in n(f) and n(f) is hyperbolic. Clearly f(fl(f)) = n(f) if P(f) is dense in 
n(f). If f satisfies Axiom A, then the set n(f) splits into a union n(f) = A,(f) 
u . . . u A,(f) of basic sets A,(f) (see [6]). Such splitting is called a spectral 
decomposition. We say that f has a cycle if there is a subsequence {Ai,( f >1;‘=‘, 
(s < I> Of ini(f >If= 1 such that A,l(f)=A,,+,<f>, A,,(f>+A,,(f) for I<jfk<s 
and 
for 1 <j G s, where 
WS(Ai(f))={yEM: d(f”(x),Ai(f))-Oasn-a), 
W*‘(A,(f))= {REM: th ere exists ( y,) E Mf with y, = y 
such that d( y_,, Ai( f)) -+ 0 as y1+ m}. 
Let A and A’ be hyperbolic sets for f EL%“(M). If z E W’(x, f > n W’(y, f > 
(x E A, y E A;>, then there exists z E Mf with z,) = z such that d(y_,, z_~) + 0 as 
y1+ m. Let E be small enough. Then there is II > 0 such that f n(z) E W;‘( f “(xl, f) 
and z_, E W,“(fP”(y>, f >. W e say that the stable manifold WS(x, f > meets trans- 
versely to the unstable manifold W”(y, f) at z0 with respect to z if 
of-‘“( P(z) 3 qyz, W;‘(f”(X)> f,) + (f”(zL TZLnW,“(P(YL f,) 
= T!-“(,,M *. 
We say that W’(x, f > is transversal to W”(y, f > at z if for every orbit z satisfying 
z0 = z and d(y_,, z_,J + 0 as n + ~0, WS(x, f) meets transversely to W”(y, f 1 at 
z0 with respect to z. 
For x E A and y E A; we say that WS(x, f) is transversal to W”(y, f > if either 
WYX, f 1 n W”(Y, f) = !J or WS(x, f > is transversal to W”(y, f 1 at every point 
z E WS(x, f > n W”(y, f ). We say that an Axiom A C’ regular map f satisfies the 
strong transversality if for every x E a( f 1 and y E K.3 f I,, WS(x, f) is transversal 
to W’(y, f ). It is easily checked that every Axiom A C’ regular map satisfying the 
strong transversality possesses no-cycle. 
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A map f~ C’(M) is inverse limit &stable if there is a C’ neighborhood ?Y of f 
in C’(M) such that for every g E % there exists a homeomorphism h, : a( f jf -+ 
O(gjg satisfying 2 0 h, = h, 0 J? 
Lemma 1 [7]. The set of allAxiom A C’ maps (r 2 1) without cycle is open in C’(M). 
Zf f E C’(M) satisfies Axiom A and no-cycle, then f is inverse limit L&stable and 
furthermore d(h,, id) --f 0 as p(f, g) + 0 (g E C’(M)). Here p denotes a C’ metric. 
Hereafter let f E9Pr(M) satisfy Axiom A and strong transversality, and let 
fi(f>=A,(f>u ..* U A,( f) be a spectral decomposition. For a small neighbor- 
hood z(f) cB?~(M) every g E Y&f) satisfies Axiom A and the number of basic 
sets of L?(f > equals that of R(g). 
Let E > 0 be small enough. For g E Z(f) and 1 G i G 1 we can define 
Gz(x, g’) = (yEMg: J(g”(x), g”(y)) QE for all n >O>, 
k/(x, g) = ( yE.M,: d(g-“(x), g-“(y)) GE for all na0) 
(x E A,(g),), and write 
tiz(Ai(g)g) = U IVz(x, g) for (T=s, 24. 
x+l,(g), 
Since f is inverse limit J&stable by Lemma 1, it is easily checked that for every 
E>O there are ‘%I(f)c~(f) and 6 > 0 such that g E ‘%r( f > and &(x, y> < 6 
(x, y E A,(g),, 1 G i G 1) implies *:(x, 2) n @%y, g) E A,(g),. 
hmma 2 (e.g. [l]). Let E > 0 be small enough and ?YI(f) be as above. Then for every 
0 < I, < B and g E ZYJf 1, @/(Ai(g is a neighborhood of A,(g), in *E”(Aj(g),) 
for 1 < i G 1. 
Fix E > 0 small enough. Then it is easy to see that there are %J f) c fYI’l( f) and 
O<E’GE suchthat fl n ~ ,s-“(ri,‘(Ai(g),)> C ki(A$g>,> (1 < i < Z) for g E Y$ f 1. 
Here Z?JAi(g>,) denotes an open &‘-neighborhood of Ai( in M,. From 
Lemma 2 the following is easily checked. 
Lemma 3. Let e(g) = g’ @y/2( Ai( g),) \ tiEy,2( Ai( g),). Then e(g) n A,(g), 
=@ forgE%Jf) and l<i<Z. 
Let (Y,, > 0 be a number such that 
U*&@(f) uf-‘(EYf )))) ““i(f) = @ 
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for 1 < i G 1. Here U,(A) denotes an open r-neighborhood of A in M. Then there 
exists Z!Jf> C Z?*(f) such that p,@“(g)) c U,$p,<<“<f> Uf-i@‘(f)>)) (1 <i < l) 
for g E z&f). Take a sufficiently small E’ > 0 as in Lemma 3 and write 
vyg= g-q ... (s-l(cho(Po(~jyg,)) n wm9,) - )) 
for g E %a(f) and 1 G i Q 1. 
Lemma 4. Under the above notations, there are ??L44(f > c S&f) and /3 > 0 such that 
wEs(Ai(g)> u u n 3 ,I/;:: 1 U,(A,(g)) (1 < i < 0 for g E FY44( f ). 
If this is false, there is 1 G i G 1 such that for every k > 0 there exist g, E 2Y3(f 1 
and xk E Ui/,+(Ai(gk)) satisfying p(g,, f> < l/k and xk e wEs(Ai(gk)) U 
yh”,“n”l$gis clear that A&,) + A( f > 
n . Put A(g,) = h(gk), &g,) = +(gk), v; = vi;, and A(f) = A,<f 1. 
and xk -+x E A(f) (k + ~1. Since xk P 
W,“(A<g,)), there is nk > 0 such that gi(xk) E U,,(A(g,)) (0 gj <n,) and 
~+l (x,1 6 UJA(g,)). Clearly nk + ~0 as k + 00. Thus there is y EM such that 
iI(f_‘(y)) E UJA(f 1) (j > 0) and pJf(y)> E U ,(A(f 1). From this wfe can find 
m > 0 such that f”(y) E mEY,,(A(f If) and $m+l(y) GE @!,2(A(f jf>. Fix x E 
A( f jr such that f”(y) E I?zY,2(x, f>, and let hgk : f2( f )f + fi(gkjg, (k > 0) be a 
homeomorphism of the inverse limit o-stability of f. For every k there are 
Xk = hg$x) E A(gkjgk and zk E I@,,(_$ gk) satisfying Xk +x and zk -+f”(y) as 
k --f 03 SirKe wE?/2(xk) gk) -3 wE?12(X, f > as k + cc (by [6, Proposition 2.21). Since 
g&(zk) + f-“+‘(y) as k + cc), there is k, > 0 such that gk(zk) P 
WE?,,(A(gkjgk) for every k > k,. Thus g&k) E F”(g,) for k 2 k, because gk(zk) 
E g#‘+&2A(gk)gi). On the other hand, since gk(zk) -+ f7m+1(y) and 
g;k-m+l(Xk) + &(f--m+‘(y)) as k + 03, for sufficiently large k G= k, we have 
gk nk-m+l(xk) E u,$p,@:“(gk))). Since gj(xk) E UJA(g,)) (0 <j < nk), We have 
xk E I/‘Qem+‘, thus contradicting. 
Sin:; 22”Cf 1 is sufficiently small, by Lemmas 1, 3 and 4 there is a compact 
neighborhood q of A,<f > such that for every g E Y/J f) and 1 G i G I, 
Ai( g) c U, c J+‘;F(Ai( g)) U IJ v1yg 
PI>0 
and 
QnU,o(p,(@(f)) uf’(EYf))) =@. 
Since we have no cycle among the basic sets {A,( f >If= 1, the following is easily 
proved. 
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Lemma 5 (filtration [71). For the family of compact neighborhoods L$ of A,( f > 
(l<i<l), there is a sequence of compact sets fi =M,cM,c ... cM,=Mand a 
sequence of positive integers {rnJ,!= 1 such that 
f(M,) c int M,, 
f_“‘(Mi_I) CMi 
and 
Ai( f) C int Mi\f-“c( Mi_,) c int Q. 
Thus there is a neighborhood Z!J f) c g4/4( f) such that for g E ZV5’5( f) 
g ?+I+‘( f-%+1( Mj)) tint M, and g(Mi) tint Mj. 
For E, F two subspaces of T,M (x EM) define the angle between E and F as 
+( E, F) = inf arc cos 
( 
u,EE-{O},v+F-(01 , 
I 
where ( . , . > is a Riemannian metric on TM. 
Denote as Ind A the dimension of the stable subbundle E” of a basic set A. Let 
A(f > be a basic set for f and put A(g) = h,(A( f 1) for g E %s(f ). Here h, : L?(f )f 
+ O(g)g is a homeomorphism of the inverse limit O-stability of f. Take and 
fix g E Y/s’s(f) and y E @EU(x, S) (x~A(g)& and let D(p,(y)) be a smooth 
disk center at pa(y) with dim D(p,(y)) = Ind A( f >. Denote by C,(y, D(p,(y))) 
the connected component of p,(y) in D(p,(y)) n U,(p,(y>), and let 
C,(g-“(~1, D(p,(y))) be the connected component of p,J@-“(y)) in 
g-l(C,(g-““(y>, D(p,(y)))) cl U,(p,W”(y))) for n > 0. We denote by iFx,y the 
parallel translation from TYM into T,M along the shortest geodesic joining x and 
Y. 
Lemma 6. Under the above notations, for given v > 0, tI > 0 and y > 0 there exists 
N = N(v, 0, y, f) > 0 such that if &I,(Y)) (y E kEU(x, g>, x E A(g>g and g E 
ZY& f >> satisfies 
then n z N implies 
p(C,(yyy), D(P,(Y))), YS(P”(rwL 4) <y. 
This lemma is shown in [4] for diffeomorphisms. However, since f is regular, 
the lemma is obtained by running on the proof in [4] and [5, p. 821. 
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We are in a position to give the proof of Theorem. Since g E FZ5(f> satisfies 
Axiom A, to get the conclusion it is enough to show that g(E Z5(f)) C’ near f 
also satisfies the strong transversality. The proof is divided into three steps. 
Step I. There is ZjTl(fl c Z&f) such that for g E Vr(f), W’(x, g) is transversal 
to IV%, gl for x En,(g), Y EAZ(glg. 
Since A,(f) is an attractor (i.e., lV,U(A,(f)> CA,(~)>, there is nothing to prove 
when A,(f) is also an attractor since A,(g) and A,(g) (g E YY5(f>> are attractors 
by Lemma 5. Put F:(g) = p,(E’(g)) for g E ZJf> and 1 G i G 1. Then U,,(F,“(gl) 
cf-“z(M,) and so g “z”(U,$F,“(g))) c int Mr. By Lemma 4 we have int M, c 
U I E .,,,,W;rk s) for g E %‘5(f). 
Claim 1. There are V,(f) cF?J5(f) and B,, > 0 such that for g E Y$f> and 
y E W’(x, g) nF,“(g) with x En,(g), there are z En,(g), with y E WEU(z, g) 
and an Ind A,(f)-dimensional linear subspace H, c TYWs(x, g) satisfying 4(H,, 
TYWEU(z, g>) > 0,. 
Put k = Ind A,( f 1. To get the conclusion suppose that this is false. Then for 
every n > 0, there are g, E ?J5’5( f 1 (p(f, g,) < l/n), x, E A,(g,), z, E A2(gJg, and 
y, E WS(x,, g,) n WEU(zn, g,) such that for every k-dimensional linear subspace 
HY, of TY,WS(x,,, g,,), we have 
+(Hy,> Ty,w,.‘(z,, g,>) < ;. (*> 
Notice that grz+‘(yn) E W~(g~z+‘(x,), g,). Since z, + z E A,( f If and x, -x E 
A,( f > as n + w, we have y, + y E W,“(z, f) and f m2+1(y) E W,‘( f m2+1(x), f) as 
n + 00. By strong transversality for f, there is a k-dimensional subspace 
Hf mz+~CYj c Tfm2++y,Wz(f mz+‘(x), f) such that HfmZ+~(Yj c TfmZ+zcyjf mz+‘(W/(z, 
f 1). Thus we can take a sequence of k-dimensional subspaces ( Hg,“Z+~(Y,)) of 
{Tg,m2+,~y,~WEs(gnmz+1(xn), g,>} such that HgF2+~(Y,j + Hfm2++yj as n + 03, since 
T g,mz+~~y,,wE”(gn”“‘(x,), g,) + Tfm2+~cy,~( f mzil(x), f) as II + CC (see [6, Proposi- 
tion 2.21). By (*) we have Q(H,++I(~), Tfm2+l~y,f”‘f’(W~~(z, f))) = 0 since 
T &P+‘(Y,)gn m2+‘(W2(~n, g,)) + Tfm2+~~yjfm2+1(W/(z, f 1) as n + 00, thus contradict- 
ing. 
Fix y E WYA,(g), g> n F,“(g) (g E ‘V&f 1) and let z E A,(s), (Y E W,“(z, s>>, 
x En,(g) and H, c TYWS(x, g) be as in Claim 1. We denote by C,(y, g> an 
Ind A,(f )-dimensional disk (center at y) in the connected component of y in 
U,@‘;(g)) n W”(y, g) (0 < LY G LYJ such that T,C,(y, g> = H,. Put 
O(C,(Y, g)) = WE;:f, GjQ(TwCu(~r g>? %,,(T,K% g,)). 
a 1 
Then, under the above notation, the following will be easily checked by modifying 
the proof of Claim 1. 
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Claim 2. There are %$f> cY’&f>, 0 < e1 =G B0 and 0 <a, G a0 such that for 
g E Y&f) and y E F,“(g) there exists C&y, g> satisfying NC,l(y, g>> a 8,. 
Step II. There is V,( f 1 c Y’J f > such that for g E V,( f 1, x E U i2,iA,(g) and 
y EA3(g)g, Wx, g) is transversal to W’(y, g). 
Since g”‘+l(Fi(g)) c int M, (g E ‘Yi( f >>, we have 
g++‘@(g))= (gm3"(~3"(g))nf-"'(M,)) 
U(gm3+l(&(g)) nint M2\f-m2(A41)). 
It is clear that 
and 
gmz+l 
(g m3+1(Ft(g)) n f-~~(M1))cg~z+m~+2(F~(g))n int M, 
gm3+‘(F,“( g)) n int M2\f-m*(M1) 
cg"'+'(F3"(g))n~(n,(g))u (P+l(Wg))n LJ v;,g) 
fl>O 
for every g E V,(f 1. Thus, by using the same manner as in the proof of Claim 1 we 
can check that there are Y',(f > c F,(f) and 0 < e2 G 8, such that for g E V2( f) 
and y E F,“(g) n (gprn3-l ( f-"?M1)) U W%i,(g))) there are t E A,(g) with y E 
WE%, g), x E A,(g) U A,(g) and an Ind A,(f )-dimensional inear subspace Zf, c 
TYWs(x, g> satisfying HE?,, TYWEU(z, g>) a 8,. 
Let y=g -m3-1W%4,)) u W’(A,(gN ( g E V2(f >I and denote as CJy, g) 
an Ind A&f )-dimensional disk (center at y) in the connected component of y in 
U,(F,“(g)) n W”(Y, g> (0 <a =G a,) such that T,C,(y, g) = H,. The following claim 
is easily checked. 
Claim 3. There are V;(f) c V,( f 1, 0 < 8, G e2 and 0 < a3 Q a1 such that 
(1) if y E F,“(g) n g-mz-l (f-'YM1)) (g l Zl~(f)), then there exists C&y, g) 
such that e(qy, g)> 2 es, 
(2) if Y E F,“(g) n W”(A,(g>> (g E V;(f )I, then there exists CJy, g) such that 
e(Ca7(y, g)> 2 8,. 
Claim 4. There are V,(f) c V3( f) and 0 < e4 G e3 such that for g E V,(f) and 
Y E F:(g) n g-“3-W ,,JfJ, g>, there are z E A,(gjp with y E W;lCz, g), a 
(dim A4 - Ind A,(f 1)-d’ lmensionul linear subspuce H, c T,W,“(z, g) and an 
Ind A,(f I-dimensional smooth subdisk C:(y) in the connected component of 
WY, g> n U,(Y) such that Q(T,C,s(y), HJ > e4. 
Since g E V,(f) is a local diffeomorphism, to get Claim 4 it is enough to show 
that there are V,(f) (c V;( f I), 0 < 0, G e3 and N4 > 0 such that for g E V,( f > and 
Yeg m3+‘(F,U(gN n u n a N,1/2?g, 
(dim M - Ind A,( f 1)-d’ 
there are z E A,(g), with y E g”‘“(W,“(z, g>), a 
rmensional subspace H, c Tygm3+l(WEU(z, g)) and an 
Ind A,( f )-dimensional smooth subdisk -6:;,“(y) of the connected component of 
W”(Y, g) n U,(Y) such that +(T,@y), HJ a e,. 
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If this is false, for y1 > 0 we can take 
g,+%(f) with p(f, g,> <iy 
N,,an, 
Y, Egnm”+l(G(gJ) n u qg, 
k>N, 
2, E&(g,)g, with yn E W”(Ar(g,>, gn) ng,‘?+1(W,U(zn7 g,>) 
such that for every (dim M - Ind A,(f))-dimensional subspace dY, c 
Ty,g;3+l(Weu(zn, g,)) and every Ind A,(f)-dimensional smooth subdisk C;,S(y,) of 
the connected component of Ws( y,, g,> I? U,(Y,), 
is satisfied. 
Since yn E u k a N,,v&,T there exists m, 2 N, such that g,!Jy,> E UJA,(g,)) for 
O~i~m,.Supposez,~~~A~(f)~asn~~.Theny,~y~f”~+~(W,“(z,f))as 
II -+ ~0. Thus f’(y) E UJA,(f)) f or i > 0 and so by the choice of E’ there is 
x E A,(f) such that y E WEYx, f>. Hence there is x, E A&g,) such that d(x, xJ 
+ 0 and p(W,‘(x,, g,), WEs(x, f)) + 0 as II -+ 00. Since y, + y E WEs(x, f) (n -+ m) 
and y, E W”(A,(g,J), we have d(y,, WEs(x,,, g,>> + 0 (n + 03) and Y, P WEs(xn, g,>. 
By Lemma 6 and Claim 2 there is an Ind A,(f)-dimensional smooth subdisk 
C,S(y,) of the connected component of IV(y,, g,) n U,(y,) such that Ty,Cf(y,J + 
TYW~(x, f) as n + 00 (since p(W”(xn, g,), W,‘(x, f)) -+ CC as IZ + m). On the other 
hand, since y, E g~3f1(WEU(z,, g,J>, we have TYng,“3f’(W,U(z,, g,)> + 
Tyfm3+r(WEU(Z, f>> as II + m. Take a (dim It4 - Ind A,(f))-dimensional linear 
subspace H, c Tyfm3+1(WFU(~, f)) such that fiY c TYWEs(x, f>. Then, by the argu- 
ment used in the proof of Claim 1 we have Q(TYWz(x, f), k,> = 0 (since 
Q(TYnw,S(x,, g,), H,,) < l/n>, thus contradicting. 
Fix y E F,“(g) ng-m’-l(lJ ,, a N,V;?s) (g E ‘%$f)) and take z E A&g), satisfying 
y E W,“(z, g). Let H, =H,(g) c T,W,“(z, g) and C:(y) = C,S(y, g> be given in 
Claim 4. We denote by C,(y, g) the connected component of y in C:(y) n 
U,(F,“(g)) for 0 < (Y Q (Ye and put 
Then we can check the following 
Claim 5. There are V&f > c V&f 1, 0 < 8, G e4 and 0 < CQ G CY~ such that for every 
Y E F,“(g) n gem3- '(U ,, .,,V&> (g E 2X5( f 1) we have $CJy, g)) 2 es. 
Step III. There is Y-,( f > c V;( f) such that for g E V&f 1, x E U “,,A,(g) and 
Y l &(g)~, W’(x, g) is transversal to wU(y, g). 
182 K. Sakai 
Since g m4+l(Fqu(t)) = {g “4+‘(F;(g)) nf-‘YM2)} u g”Q+‘(F,U(g)) n int M3 \ 
fpm3(M2) (g E V5(f>>, we have 
gm3+1 
(g m4+‘(Wg)) W”‘(Md) 
c(g m~+“4+*(F:<g>> n wEs(4(g))) 
ug 
( 
m,+m4+2( w d) n U v;,) 
n>O 
and 
g’Q+‘(FqU( g)) n int M3\f-“Q( M2) 
= (gm4+l(Fk((g))nw~(n3(g))) 
u (gm4+1(4W) n U v;,). 
n>O 
Thus the conclusion of Step III is obtained by repeating the arguments used in 
Step II. 
By induction we obtain that there is V;&!? C ‘F&l(f> C . . * C V,(f) for some 
1’ > I such that if g E Y&9, then for every x E U ICI A,(g) and every Y EAi+l(g)g 
(1 <i 6 1 - l), W(x, g> is transversal to W”(y, g>. The proof of Theorem is 
completed. 
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